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INTRODUCTION
Inventing matters! Civilizations are improved by inventions. Lives are made
safer, easier, more interesting. While an idea might come to an inventor or a
team of inventors in a flash, it is the process of turning an idea into a reality
that separates the wannabes from the inventors. Students embarking on an
invention activity use their imaginations, their creativity, their acquired skills
and their persistence as part of the inventing process. Along the way they often
acquire even more skills and if working with a team often learn the important
social skills of cooperation and tolerance.
In 1989, over thirty years ago, Tan Sri Dr. Ong, President of the Malaysian
Invention and Design Society (MINDS) who has more than 20 patents related
to the palm oil industry, observed that most adult inventors were introverts, a
realization that prompted him to create MINDS, a platform to enable inventors’
inventions to be shown and recognized. In 1989, he hosted MINDEX an
exhibition of the work of inventors. Two years later, the platform became ITEX,
the International Invention, Innovation & Technology Exhibition which has
since been taken place for past thirty-one years.

“The presentation of inventions at the adult ITEX event inspired students,”
said Dr. Ong. “To our pleasant surprise interest in inventiveness grew rapidly
among students.” In response, he initiated the Malaysian Young Inventors
Exhibition (MYIE), the Asian Young Inventors Exhibitions (AYIE and the World
Young Inventors Exhibition (WYIE). “I believe that young inventors get highly
motivated when they are able to present their results of creativity and are
further motivated when their results are recognized,” said Dr. Ong.
While the youth program began in 2008, this e-book is a presentation of
some of the award-winning inventions chosen randomly from award winning
inventions created in 2018 and 2019 by Malaysian students who participated
in the Malaysian Young Inventors Exhibition (MYIE).
What advice does Dr. Ong give to students who wish to become inventors?
“Keep up with advances in science and technology and go for holistic
education.”

The Low Cost Posture Reminder – A device that prompts better posture
Students today have a challenge: to stand up straight while carrying a backpack full of school books. It’s a
problem shared by Quah Wayne Hann, age 12, and his classmates at SJK(C) Tun Tan Cheng Lock.
“Our school bags are heavy!” says Wayne. “We tend to fall backwards then we lean forward to create a
counter balance so that we don’t fall,” says Wayne. “It’s difficult to stand up straight so most of us slouch a
lot.
“When we do our school +work, we slouch so our teacher said, ‘If you guys don’t correct your posture you’ll
have to have surgery and it’s going to be very expensive and painful.’ All of us were thinking, “What to do?”
At home Wayne’s parents frequently reminded him, saying, “Wayne, stand up straight!”
Wayne thought that was kind of irritating and embarrassing as well. “So, I decided to create the Low-Cost
Postureso (LCPR). It will automatically remind me of my posture,” says Wayne.
But aren’t there already lots of posture reminders on the market? Yes. Some use tightening methods which
can be uncomfortable. Other high-tech posture reminders are IOS and can be expensive but Wayne’s version
is comfortable, made of simpler materials and is well, low cost! “The user also doesn’t have to be IT savvy to
use or understand it,” says Wayne.
Making it was a learning experience. After Wayne sanded two pieces of recycled wood--about 10 mm (Thk)
x 25 mm (W) x 150mm (L)—to make them smooth, he connected them together with a hinge to form the base
of the LCPR. To that base, he attached a stopper that is used as a latch to hold or release the limit switch, a
battery holder with a built in on-off switch, two button type batteries, a buzzer (or vibrator), and magnets. In
the process of making it, with the help of his father and uncle, Wayne learned to solder, use a drill, and
program a simple wiring circuit using series connection.
How does it work? When the wooden pieces that are hinged together move as the user’s back bends, the gap
between the stopper and the limit switch widens. That releases the limit switch which in turn activates the
buzzer. The buzzer can be replaced with a programmable Arduino type counter. Wayne and his father have
applied for a patent to protect the unique design.
Another handy aspect of the LCPR is that it can easily be slotted into two pockets on the back of a simple vest
and is light weight so it doesn’t disturb the wearer. (Wayne is also thinking about creating a version of the
LCPR on that would attach to a person’s shirt.) Users would wear the vest when they want to be reminded if
they are slouching
“When the user’s posture is correct the back will bend slightly,” says Wayne, “but if the back bends more, the
buzzer or vibrator of the Low Cost Posture Reminder will be activated, serving as a reminder for the user to
realign.” While Wayne first built the LCPR with a buzzer he realized that some people might be annoyed or
embarrassed by the buzzer or think there was an emergency so he replaced the buzzer with a vibrator. He also
added a counter that noted how many times the LCPR sensed the user slouching. Wayne estimates the cost to
make it at USD 7.50 or MYR 29.45.

When Wayne brought the LCPR to school, “Everyone was saying, ‘Let me try it on,” says Wayne.
But does it work? Does a user’s posture improve? Did it work for Wayne? “Every time you activate the
LCPR, it will register a count on the counter so the more times it activates or counts it means your posture is
not so good,” says Wayne. “For example, in the first month I activated it 100 times, the second month 80, the
third month 40, the fourth month, 20. That showed I was improving. My posture is better now.”

Wayne won a Gold Award and the Best Invention Award at the World Young Inventor Exhibition,
ITEX, 2018.
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SMARTCAGE – An automated cage for a household pet to be used when a pet owner is away
Loving one’s pet is natural. And taking care of a pet is a daily task. But what if a family wants to go on vacation
and doesn’t have a friend or relative or anyone else to care for their dog, cat, hamster or other pet? That’s the
question that prompted the Smart Cage team-- Four boys from SJKC Yuk Chai Primary School, Selangor,
Malaysia—to build the SMARTCAGE. It is made of PVC pipes and mesh walls, is light weight and includes
ventilation, temperature control, an auto feeder and cleaner, and a camera for remote viewing and control. Using an
app, the team can remotely control any function of the cage. “No more worry to leave pet at home” is one of their
slogans.
The four young inventors used their knowledge and ingenuity in constructing the cage. “We started this as a project
to help take care of animals and reduce pet neglect for urban pet owners who may not be at home all the time and
can be used by animal shelters to automate feeding and cleaning,” said Julian Siah, 11.

Ee Jing You, 11, added. “We tried it with a hamster temporarily and this project made it easier for the pet owner to
take care of their pet.”
For the four boys, it was a learning experience. “We had some challenges in connecting the apps and some of the
mechanisms,” admitted Chua Yong Kang, 12. “With some research and guidance from our mentor, we got it to
work.” And they added some fun! “We included games in the app to make it educational for kids to learn about pet
care,” shared Christian Siah, 10. Chris Siah, father of two of the boys served as the team’s mentor.

The project was awarded a Gold Medal at the Malaysia Technology Expo in 2018, MTE 2018, and Best of the
Best Award (Junior Category) ITEX 2018 and Best Invention Award - Primary School, 2018 Malaysian Young
Inventors Exhibition, Gold Medal World Young Inventors Exhibition - ITEX 2018
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Power-Free Lamp Blackout Kit II – A power- free lamp for use during a blackout
What do families do if there is an unexpected power outage? “Not every house has emergency lights because they are
expensive and often do not present the best solution during a blackout,” said Chua Kian Xin, a member of the Power
Free Lamp -Blackout Kit II team. “In response, we designed a handy device that uses an extendable holder with an
LED light at its top that can conveniently be stabilized by being put in a can filled with rocks,” said Anne Jacqueline
Anak Jessica. Innovana Sipil Anak John shared that the team used a parabolic reflector at the top of the device that
projects light in a 50 degree spread.” The light can be adjusted more effectively and more portable than a table lamp.
“The light can also be adjusted to different heights,” said Innovana Sipil Anak John who added that “ when it is not
being used, the light can easily be disassembled and folded for safe keeping and easily be reassembled if needed in a
blackout in a home, restaurant or other settings.”

Achievement:WYIE 2018: Gold Medal, Best Invention Award
School: SMK Lake, Sarawak
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Mini Foldable Safety Lock- A portable safety lock that can be used at home or during travel
Feeling safe is important at home or while traveling. No one wants to be confronted with an intruder at home, while
visiting others or in a hotel, hostel or motel. Some places provide only the lock on the door as protection. Others use a
chain lock to secure doors but those can be broken and can be difficult for homeowners to install. While deadbolts on
doors increase a person’s feeling of safety, what if the deadbolt is not working properly or an intruder has the key to the
deadbolt? Or what if there is no deadbolt? Children are particularly vulnerable. The members of The Mini Foldable
Safety Lock Team—Britney Liew Boon Siew, Florence Lee Xuan and Bong Yu Cheng—were worried about the safety
of children who for various reasons need to stay home alone and anyone else who needs added protection. In response,
they created The Mini Foldable Safety Lock.
“In creating The Mini-Foldable Safety Lock, we used plastic, polystyrene, acrylic and a magnet,” said Britney
Liew Boon Siew. The completed device is portable, adjustable and easy to use. It can be positioned so that a deadlock
cannot be turned. While an intruder might have a key that allows them to unlock the regular lock, their device would
prevent the deadlock from opening. The device consists of two parts—one slot for a deadbolt and another slot for a
lever door lock.
Achievement:WYIE 2018: Gold Medal, Best Invention Award
School: SEKOLAH MENENGAH KEBANGSAAN LAKE, JALAN BIDI-KROKONG
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Smart Weather Alert Modifier SWAN 2.0

Weather is ever present. And most people are curious about upcoming weather. They want to know if good
weather is on its way. And about coming bad weather which can pose a danger to people, especially if there is
an unexpected or severe storm. The aim of Avinesh Jay Kenny, 10, of the Maz International School, Selangor,
Malaysia, who was always curious about invention was to create a software programme easily accessible via
cell phone to alert people of all types of weather conditions. The improved version of this electric monitoring
system is called the Smart Weather Alert Notifier 2.0 (SWAN 2.0)

SWAN 2.0 can measure and record temperature, relative humidity and air pressure to reveal changes in weather
conditions and analyze weather patterns to determine their possible effect on human health and safety. SWAN
2.0 can alert them to the different situations with its integrated alarms: a high tone beeper as an audible alarm,
and different color-coded lights to represent different weather conditions: red lights for severe weather, yellow
for cloudy weather, and green for clear weather. He received a Gold medal at WYIE 2018.

Smart Weather Alert Modifier SWAN 2.0 by Susan Casey, Author of Kids Inventing: A Handbook for Young
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The Peanut Peeler – A machine that separates peanut skins from peanuts

The sauce for satay, a popular dish in Malaysia is prepared with skinless peanuts. While the traditional way
to remove the skins is to throw the peanuts in the air so that the wind will blow the skins away, that’s a long
process. It’s true that modern peanut peelers exist but they’re large. The students on the Smart Peanut Peeler
team from SMK Tanjung Datuk School, Johor, tackled the problem of creating a smaller, more efficient peeler
for small store or home use.
When they started the project, the students sat together to try to figure out how they were going to design the
peeler and how it would work. Their first version used two main motors connected by a hose. “We had
sketches and designs,” said team member Syed Muhammad Khairi bin Syed Nordin, “but it didn’t work and
wasn’t mobile.”
Mohamad Fariq Iqmal Bin Ahman, added, “We kept modifying to improve our product. We visited a
company and visited the electrical engineering department at a university to seek advice.
“It was a chance for our students to explain their ideas to those who work in the food industry,” said Mentor,
Latifah Saat, SMK Tanjung Datuk School, Johor
The team decided to use a household blender as the basis of their redesigned machine and to have a spinning
rod in the middle with a spinning blade at the top of it instead of having a blade at the bottom. “When we
tested it, the blade turned the peanuts into small bits. That wasn’t what we wanted,” said Syahmi Aiman Bin
Shafi’ee
They then used their welding skills to make a new blade. “We got our teacher’s help in modifying it and so
that it wouldn’t shock people,” said Liew Su Zhen. The team also added flexible cable ties on the rod.
“When the blender is in gear, the rod and blade spin. The blade helps create low pressure at the top and high
pressure below it which created an upward force to pull the peanuts to the top where the air was flowing faster
than at the bottom,” said Fitri Hanani BT Azlen.
“The blade at the top also increased efficiency from 80% to almost 100% which was helpful in the peeling
process,” said Liew Su Zhen.
“When the peanuts are in the air, the impact between the flexible cable ties and the peanuts creates friction
that prompts the skins to fall off the peanuts and drop to the bottom of the blender and into a container. The
peanuts themselves naturally fall into halves at the bottom of the blender,” said Pang Yong Han.
“The collected peanut skins can be used as compost or agricultural use,” said Fitri Hanani BT Azlen.

The Smart Peanut Peeler team won a Gold Medal at ITEX 2018 and previously won a bronze at the Malaysia
Technology Expo. “That meant that their modifications improved their product,” said Eedy Ahmad, principal,
SMK Tanjung Datuk School, Johor.

The teachers and mentors of the Peanut Peeler team included: Latifah Saat, Che SaifulAzwan Bin Che Soh,
Norlinda binti Paraman, Muhammad Aiman bin Abdullah, Raihan Binti Mohamed Jueni, Nur Faten Liyana
Binti Ahmad Rizal, Nor Azizah Binti Abdollah, and Siti Aidah Binti Isan.
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Tornado Dust Buster – A device for cleaning a vacuum cleaner bag
Tornado Dust Buster
“Have you ever heard your mom complain about the never-ending task of emptying the dust from the vacuum
cleaner dust bag?” asked Christine Ng Ruixi, Zoey Wong Zhye Xuan, and Elyse Wong Zhye Lin when they
presented their invention at ITEX 2018. “Yes, of course,” said the three inventors of the Tornado Dust Buster, an
efficient device they made using a plastic container, PVC pipes, elbows, and plastic bottles that homemakers can
insert between a vacuum cleaner and a vacuum cleaner bag. Why? To easily clean the bag.
To test the model, the girls who are students at SJK (C) Tun Tan Cheng Lock School, Subang Jaya, Selangor,
vacuumed an area of a floor littered with sand, dry green beans and rice. The debris materials after being sucked
into the vacuum cleaner bag as usual were then transferred into the Tornado Dust Buster—a series of pipes and
plastic bottles--where they swirled around like a tornado, with the heavier debris falling into one collection area
and the dust gathering in another, leaving the bag clean and mostly dust free.
“Using the Tornado Dust Buster will reduce the number of times moms will have to empty or replace the bag or
purchase replacements for clogged filters, making it a cost saving device,” said the three inventors. “And while a
regular vacuum cleaner bag might be phased out, making it necessary to buy a new vacuum, there are no worries
that the materials used by the Tornado Dust Buster will be phased out.”
The team, advised by teacher Lee Yoor Lin, teacher Alice Wong Ai Li, and technical adviser Tony Wong, won a
GOLD Award at ITEX 2018. “It was an exciting journey working with the kids, starting with absolutely zero,
with just a rough idea until a working finished protocol! It was a journey full of excitement, pressure, laughter
and fulfillment. Besides that, I'm glad to see that they developed other skills like presenting their ideas before a
crowd,” said Tony Wong. “I have also learned that the phrase “the sky is the limit” is true for kids!”
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Herbal Chips
“In this modern day, eating junk food seems to be a craze among teenagers and young children. This
unhealthy eating habit can cause a lot of health problems, mainly obesity,” said the Herbal Chips team which
included Cheng Hui Xin, Nur Farah Adzlina Bt Effendy Onn, Muhammad Amirul Bin Aseri, Liew Yee Ting,
Yap Sin Yin and their teacher, Sharina Therugnanam, all of SMK Bukit Mewah, a public secondary school
situated in Jalan Tok Ungku, Seremban, Negeri Sembilan.
“Our research showed that there are a lot of herbs which are healthy and tasty so we decided to create chips
using certain herbs, as a way of coming up with a healthy alternative to junk food.”
The Herbal Chips team created two types of chips. One was made of curry leaves, water and chickpea flour.
The other was made of Mexican mint leaves, water and black gram flour,” said their teacher, Sharina
Therugnanam.
The students chose those leaves for several reasons. “We chose to work with curry leaves because they are
quite common in Malaysian cooking, have a nice taste and aroma, but most importantly because of the health
benefits of the leaves,” said Liew Yee Ting. “We used Mexican mint leaves since they are easy to grow, also
have health benefits and we like the taste when we chew on them.”
To make the chips, the students first chopped up the leaves, working separately with the curry leaves and the
Mexican mint leaves. “We added a small amount of water to each type of the leaf and then used a blender to
separately chop up each type. Next, we strained the mixtures, and retained the juice of each leaf type,” said
Muhammad Amirul Bin Aseri.
A second ingredient was flour. “At first, we used wheat flour, but the chips turned out hard. Then our
teacher, Sharina Therugnanam, told us maybe we should try using black gram flour which is used by Indians
to make papadam or chick pea flour which is usually used to make fritters. We decided to try both and made
samples of chips using both herbs with each of the flours,” said Nur Farah Adzlina Bt Effendy Onn.
“To make the chips we mixed the juice of the curry leaves and the juice of the Mexican mint leaves with both
types of flour and added a pinch of salt. We did not use a fixed ratio. We just added the juice a bit by bit until
we got the consistency of dough that we wanted,” said Yap Sin Yee.
The team then kneaded the two different doughs, cut them into thin strips and dried the strips in the sun,”
said Yee Ting. "That was not a problem since the weather in Malaysia is quite hot. The thin strips only took
1-2 hours to dry.”
The next step was to fry the strips. “We usually ate half of the strips while we were frying them,” admitted
Cheng Hui Xin. “We found that the curry leaves were tastier with chick pea flour and the Mexican mint
leaves were tastier with black gram flour. At ITEX, all those

who tasted the chips gave us “a thumbs up.” The chips were also a hit at our school among the teachers and
students.”

The Herbal Chips team won a GOLD AWARD at the World Young Inventors Exhibition (WYIE) during
ITEX 2018.

Herbal Chips by Susan Casey, Author of Kids Inventing: A Handbook for Young Inventors

Bubbles Loofah Pocket & Mini Soap Bar – Combination loofah and soap product

The Bubbles Loofah Pocket and Mini Soap Bar product consists of soap pockets made of loofah bathing
sponges combined with insertable mini soap bars. “Nowadays, loofahs are prized as the ultimate luxury,” said
Bubbles Loofah Pocket & Mini Soap Bar team member Boon Shu Ting. “They are totally biodegradable,
natural and renewable resources as they are made from the fruits of the Luffa Aegyptiaca.” Team member
Bong Ching Siang added, “The mini soap bars are made of different natural and safe ingredients such as
plant oil, sodium hydroxide, distilled water, essential oils, fruits, plant leaves and plant powders.

Users are able to choose a few mini soap bars based on their own preferences such as different scents and
ingredients which function when put into a loofah pocket. “The soaps contain natural moisturizing glycerine
and are able to reduce skin allergy problems. The benefits of this product is that it reduces the problem of
wasting of soap and users can make their own soaps based on their favorite scents and materials,” said team
member Valerie Voon

Achievement:WYIE 2018: Gold Medal
Students attended the School: SMK Lake, Bau, Sarawak, Malaysia.

Bubbles Loofah Pocket & Mini Soap Bar by Susan Casey, Author of Kids Inventing: A Handbook for
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E-Flexi Container

Doesn’t everyone love to eat? Most do. For some though, it’s difficult to access food stored in containers.
“Children, the elderly and those with special needs can’t always reach into containers holding stored snacks
and other food,” said E-Flexi team member Zizi Anak Jomim. Jasmine Teresa Anak Nathan added, “Our team
came up with the idea for a more accessible container. It is composed of a cylinder shape container, a bolt and
nut, and an adjustable acrylic base.” The third member of the team, Angielia Anak Greyme, said “The E-Flexi
Container is light and easy to use. The user can twist at the base of the container which will bring favorite
food items from the bottom of the container to the surface.”
Achievement:WYIE 2018: Silver Medal
School: SMK Lake, Bau, Sarawak, Malaysia

E-Flexi Container by Susan Casey, Author of Kids Inventing: A Handbook for Young Inventors

Smach e-Bat Rescue 4.0
Your house is on fire. It is full of smoke. You need to get out. The question the Smach e-Bat Rescue 4.0 team of
Sekolah Menengah Sains Machang posed is: How can you move in that situation? In response several students from
that boarding school in Machang District, Malaysia, devised a multi-function obstacle detector in the form of a
fireproof glove that can protect the hand. It can be programmed to produce sound when it is a certain number of
centimeters away from an obstacle, i.e., 40 centimeters. That sound would alert a person wearing the glove to change
direction. To make the glove easy to find in an emergency, it has a reflective strip. It is also waterproof, which
protects it in case sprinklers are activated.
The glove also includes technology that enables it to send information via wi-fi to those monitoring the system so
help can be sent.

Screen of Smach e-Bat Rescue 4.0

Box containing Smach e-Bat Rescue 4.0
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EaTery – A device that
prompts healthier eating habits
How long does it take to eat a meal? asks 9-year-old Ong Joon Zach. The question is as important as its
answer say he and his co-inventor, his 12- year-old sister, Ong Ee Xuen who live in Subang Jaya, a town
located in the state of Selangor in Malaysia and attend SJK(C) Tun Tan Cheng Lock ―According to our
research,‖ they say, ―from the time you start to eat it takes 20 minutes for your brain to tell you that you are
full. If you eat too fast you will not feel full even though you‘ve eaten enough food.‖
Why were they concerned about the time it takes to eat? ―According to our research, many children are
underweight or overweight or obese,‖ said Ong Ee. In fact, before they started working on their product, they
were both considered underweight. Ong Ee was 27kg. Ong Joon was 23kg. Their mother, Nicole Yong, was
concerned. ―That‘s how our project started,‖ said Ong Ee. ―We give credit to ITEX since because of the
competition we had the idea to invent something to solve our problem,‖ she said.
The first product they invented was basic and simple. It merely measured food portions and included a timer
to control the duration of mealtime. ―It helped them to increase their weight a little but not significantly,‖
said their Mom. ―When it came to food preparation their product was bulky, not too user friendly, and
couldn't keep the food warm so they got some negative feedback. Some said they should give up and work
on another new project. And they fought most of the time about their different opinions about the project.
Then, along the way, they tried to consider each other's ideas and made the best of it.‖ said their Mom.
And they worked with a mentor, Mr Hay Quee Kee, a retired teacher, who encouraged them to improve what
they had first created and enlightened them whenever they faced difficulties in moving on and guided them
to view obstacles from a different angle,‖ added their Mom.
Unlike most young inventors they had not one but two goals. They not only wanted to devise a tool but also
to use the tool to help them to eat well and gain weight, ―Eating a balanced diet was an emerging challenge,‖
admitted ―Ong Joon.
His sister chimed in. ―To eat healthy we looked to the food pyramid. Over a two-month period the duo
created eaTary, a circular food container made of stainless steel and HDPE* that they fit inside an insulated
cover made of cloth and lined with kapok fruit as a natural insulation for the container. ―The fruit wasn‘t a
material that was easy to find, said their Mom,― We were searching high and low for about a week, driving
all around. It was almost like a family outing until we finally found a kapok tree about 2 km from our home.‖
Assembling their invention called for them to think and to plan. Inside the container are color-coded sections
for the different foods of the food pyramid. An orange coded section is for rice, noodles, cereals or bread;
the red and green coded section is for fruits and vegetables; the blue and purple section is for meat, poultry,
fish, legumes or dairy products; and the yellow segment is for fat, oil, sugar or salt. The sections are sized to
contain the proper amount of each type of food for a meal.

In their research the two also discovered information about taste buds. ―Experts say the reaction in our taste
buds is more intense when we eat warm food,‖ says Ong Ee. That led them to design eaTary with a heater at
the bottom of the cover. ―For underweight students like us we warm the food which increases our appetite,‖
she said.
As part of the cover for the container, they included a timer as they had done in the first version of the
project. ―Experts say we must chew more before we swallow because digestion starts when the enzyme in
the saliva starts to work,‖ says Ong Ee, ―therefore the timer reminds us of the time and to keep chewing if we
haven‘t been eating for 20 minutes.
The two brainstormed with their mentor to think of a unique name for their project which led to the name of
"eaTary" with an uppercase "T" in the middle of the word. The T is like a branding, just like ‗toy r us‘-- that
is with a reverse ‗r‘. It helps the name to stand out,‖ said their Mom.
―I was glad to observe the many changes and improvements they made during this project,‖ she added. ―It‘s
been a joy to witness how a little idea developed over the dining table could be turned into reality and help
them and others too,‖ she said. ―They became more creative, tried to think out of the box in problem solving,
were determined and never gave up. I'm truly grateful that MINDS created ITEX as a platform in which they
could unleash their potential, and grateful as well to the school‘s former headmistress Mdm. Ngann Sook
Wei, current headmistress Mdm. Chew Chiu Yin, assistant headmaster, Mr. Lee Kin Wai, teacher Mdm Soh
Lay See and Ms. Alice Wong Ai Li who encouraged them to take part in the competition.‖
How do the sister and brother team feel about having participated in the competition? ―I liked doing
the project because I got a chance to learn a lot of new things, solve problems and gain difference
experiences,‖ said Ong Joon. Ong Ee was glad and grateful.

And they gained weight!! In 2 months Joon gained 2.6kg and Ong Ee gained 3kg.

Were they still fighting at the end of the project? ―Finally, they found it convenient working under the same
roof for a common objective and learned to rely on each other's strengths,‖ said their Mom. That paid off.
They beat out 400 teams from Malaysia and other countries to take the top prize in the primary division at
ITEX 2019.
*HDPE is an abbreviation for high-density polyethylene resin and is used to make plastic storage containers
for milk and detergents.)
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CARGO Cookies – A nutritious cookie

It was in 2015 that some students attending SJK (T) Batu Caves, Selangor, Malaysia --Ariharan, Sooris,
Yovineshen, Shasvinee and Alagaindra--started thinking about the eating habits of their fellow students.
They noticed that most preferred to eat fast food such as burgers, chicken nuggets, French fries and pizza.
After reading reports about the BMI (Body Mass of students) by SEGAK (Sistem Senggaraan Aset
Kerajaan), which provides information to organizations, they discovered that many young people are either
overweight or obese. Since being overweight can lead to diabetes and other unhealthy conditions, the
students decided to work with their teacher, Ms. Aruna, to invent a food for kids that would be both
appealing and nutritious.
The students worked in the school‘s science lab using a simple calorimeter to do an experiment with 32
types of food. While they expected to find that chicken and red meat would be high in calories, they were
surprised to find that grains have more calories. In response, they researched grains which they found
could reduce the level of sugar in blood to try to reduce the occurrence of diabetes. Ultimately, they chose
corn, almonds, red millet, green mung beans and oats as their favoured ingredients since they found that the
foods are beneficial being that they are rich in antioxidants and can help lower cholesterol levels, can help
control diabetes, can help in weight loss, are rich in minerals and vitamins and can provide energy. They
also found that many students enjoyed these ingredients as part of their daily eating menu. For example,
the team cited that red millet is recognized as a health booster for athletes in regions of India and Africa.
To test the effect of the food items, the team conducted an experiment with two hamsters. One hamster was
fed fast food such as burgers, chicken nuggets, French fries and pizza. The other was fed the healthier
ingredients chosen by the students. Results showed that the hamster fed fast foods gained weight and was
passive in terms of movement while the hamster eating the grains selected by the students did not gain
much weight and was more active.
In 2018, Ms. Aruna, the teacher who advised the first team and Datin Parimala worked with another group
of students - -Vel Murgeswaran, Navin, Vishal, Mervin Raj and Shavan-- from the same school- SJK (T)
Batu Caves. The team created a different tasty and nutritious food: a porridge they named CARGO
Porridge in a Cup, so named because each letter of the name corresponded to their chosen ingredients--C
for Corn, A for Almond, R for red millet, G for green mung beans, and O for oats. They won a silver
medal for their CARGO Porridge in a Cup at ITEX 2018.
Afterward, the students and their teachers discussed the project, noting that many students carry bits of
cookies in their hands nibbling on the cookie tidbits throughout the day. Realizing that the cookie tidbits
often contained lots of sugar and salt, the students decided that instead of porridge, they would create a
healthy cookie out of their chosen ingredients. They named them CARGO Cookies. They won a gold
medal and a special award from WIPA Taiwan in Zagreb, Croatia for the cookies

.
In 2019, again under the guidance of Ms. Aruna and that year with Mrs. Arunmoly, students from the SJK
Batu Caves school--Devesh, Pritiven, Vilz Vilzyaen-Sachetan Nair, Varshini Thevi and Kossainy-- brought
the improved CARGO Cookies to ITEX 2019. ―We also created unique packaging for single cookies
which increased students‘ interest‖ in trying the cookies,‖ said the team. Ms. Aruna added, ―Many students,
parents and teachers and other visitors to the booth tasted the cookies and wrote feedback for us saying
they were impressed with the health benefits of the cookies. The CARGO Cookies team won a gold medal
at ITEX 2019 and CARGO Cookies was awarded Best Invention, Primary Category.
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Oxy and Magnetic Oil filter – A device
for removing metal shavings and adding
oxygen to rivers and lakes
Water pollution is arguably the most fundamental environmental issue in today‘s world,‖ claims the Oxy and
Magnetic Oil Filter team of SMK Convent Butterworth, Penang, Malaysia, a situation they attribute to the
practices of the tin mining, natural rubber and palm oil industries. To address the problem the team created
the Oxy and Magnetic Oil Filter which is designed to reduce the percentage of oil in river water and at the
same time protect aquatic animals by adding oxygen to the water.

The team‘s filter device, a small prototype, sits inside a plastic rectangular box which houses a 9- volt battery
and an LED light. The aquatic plant, cabomba, is attached to the surface of the device. ―When there‘s oil
floating on the surface of the river water our battery powered device will move toward it and release iron
filings onto the oil. Before the iron filings and the oil sink into the water, the magnet in the device will attract
the filings along with the oil and the cabomba plant will add oxygen to the water which will be beneficial to
the aquatic plants.‖ The team tested the efficacy of their device in an aquarium.

―Thus, the oil can be removed with the use of a magnet and oxygen can be provided to the water by the
plant,‖ said Thacaneswari A/P Uwarajan, representative of the 11 person team.

The team worked on their invention for one month and claim that their invention can be used in rural
development and by water treatment companies and that it would be attractive to housing contractors and
factories for a few reasons. The cost of it is cheaper than any other oil filter, most of which cost RM100 and
beyond. The students‘ filter can be made with light materials, i.e. plastic, so that it is light and easy to carry.
It also filters out the oil without polluting the environment and increases the level of oxygen in the river for
aquarium organisms compared with existing oil traps which only trap the oil and do not supply oxygen to the
aquatic animals.
The team won a Gold Medal at ITEX 2019 and included, Belinda Vincent, Chloe Yap Ke Yee, Eileen Ong
Khai Swan, Harine A/P Senthil Kumar, Ivy Lim Jia Quan, Khor Xing Hui, Krittika A/P Balamurugan, Lee
Xin Yi, Oh Zi Wei, Yuen Xi Nam.
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SMART BABY COT – SMART Baby Monitor
We watched our parents struggling to deal with their new born babies,‖ said members of the Smart Baby Cot
team-- Srisudharson Perumal, Eashhwar Senthilnathan, Aruvin Santhiagoo Andro, Tanush Gunaraja--of GRobotech Training and Consultancy, Seremban, Malaysia, ―so we came up with the idea of Smart Baby Cot
to reduce our parents‘ stress.‖
―We noticed that our parents had to sacrifice most of their time caring for their babies,‖ said Srisudharson
Perumal. ―For example, they had to keep rocking a cradle until their babies fell asleep but sometimes the
babies woke up when the rocking stopped. That often resulted in a sleepless night for our parents and
sometimes affected their productivity at work.
―Our innovation, the Smart Baby Cot, solves that issue,‖ said Eashhwar Senthilnathan.
How so? The Smart Baby Cot they created is a cradle-shaped holder for a baby. ―Parents can place their
baby in it and not worry while they go about their ordinary daily activities,‖ Eashhwar continued.
―For
example, if a parent is cooking and must leave the baby‘s side to make sure the food is safe, they can. Other
times when parents are outside gardening or in the shower where they are unable to hear the baby crying,
they don‘t have to worry,‖ said the team.
Why? "We equipped The Smart Baby Cot with sensors. If a baby is crying one of the sensors will
automatically begin rocking the cot to soothe the baby,‖ said Aruvin Santhiagoo Andro. ―A moisture sensor
will detect if the baby has wet the bed and alert the parent. If parents are out of sight of the baby, they can
view a live streaming video of their baby on their phones since the Smart Baby Cot includes a camera with
that feature.‖
Tanush Gunaraja added, ―The benefits of our Smart Baby Cot are that it can provide free time for new
parents and makes it possible for parents to care for their babies without being by their side at all times,‖
The team thanked the robotics trainers Mr Laveneishyan and Mr Mogan for their support and guidance. In
closing their presentation, the team spoke directly to new parents: ―Your child will love the Smart Baby Cot
and so will you!‖ At Itex 2019 the team won a Gold medal.
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The Fruit Peel Edible Spoon - An edible spoon
Eat your way out of pollution. Have a bite: eat your
spoon. It’s edible, earth friendly and

The judges watched the Fruit Peel Edible Spoon team as they began their chant:
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Along with other members of the team- Nityan Mohan, age 10, Resshman Vijayan, age 11, and Thivian
good of zero plastic waste!”
Nanthakumar, age 10, they represented their school, Sekolah Jenis Kebangsaan Tamil Puchong, Bt. 14 in Puchong,
Selangor, at ITEX 2019.
How did the boys become so interested in the topic of plastic spoons? “One day we all went to Baskin-Robbins and
they gave us plastic spoons,” said Nityan Mohan. “We talked about the idea of using other ingredients to make
spoons, then talked to our teacher, Ms. Citra Subhashini. She suggested making biodegradable spoons.”
That suggestion led them to take action. “We decided we wanted to reduce plastic spoon usage in Malaysia by
replacing plastic spoons with edible spoons made of bio-degradable and food-based material,” said Resshman
Vijayan.
After receiving training with their teacher at school, team members worked for a week and on one weekend with
their parents to develop their edible spoons and prepare for competition. Thanaraj and L Manimegalai, parents of
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Vigneshwari M. Mujayan, mother of Resshman Vijayan made suggestions to them about possible ingredients and
about the preparation of the spoon, assisted them in sending samples to the laboratory for testing and guided the team
in doing their presentation speech.
The Edible Spoon team chose materials for the spoons based on the health benefits provided by each food and by the
qualities of the foods. The ingredients include:
➢ Orange peel which contains Vitamin A, Dietary Fiber, and vitamin B and lemon peel which contains Vitamin
C, is high in calcium, and contains potassium.
➢ Avocado seeds which are a strong antioxidant that can lower cholesterol and are high in fiber which can help
to make the spoon stronger.
➢ White chocolate which is caffeine free and contains calcium
Dark chocolate which can lower the risk of heart disease and has been shown to improve brain function.
Cocoa butter which boosts immunity and energy.
Oats which are rich in iron and can lower cholesterol.
After drying those items, they used a food processor to grind the different foods together, bought a mold of a spoon
shape, poured the mixture into it and let it set until it was firm.
You can eat our spoon. “It has no chemicals,” said Thivian Nanthakumar.
“Our edible spoon is cost effective!” the entire team said with enthusiasm. “Our motive is to reduce plastic spoon
usage in Malaysia by replacing it with edible spoons made of bio-degradable and food-based material.”
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It’s edible, earth friendly and 100%degradable!
The team members admitted that besides the work they did to create the edible spoons, they learned other lessons as
well: how to give a speech, how to create a spoon, how to bake, and about teamwork.
When they won a Gold medal at ITEX 2019 they admitted, “We’re very happy and very proud. We are on Cloud 9!”
What’s next? The team members chimed in: “Edible plates! Edible cups! We are working toward the common good
of zero plastic waste!”

The Yucava Team – Biodegradable spoon

According to the research of the Yucava team from Sekolah Menengah Kebangsaan Riam,
Taman Tunku, Miri Sarawak, about 18 billion plastic spoons are produced each year and
most of them are not reused or recycled but sent to landfills where it is estimated they will
take 1,000 years to decompose.
Burning the spoons and other plastic utensils can produce carbon dioxide and sulphur dioxide
which can contribute to the greenhouse effect. According to the team a 2015 study in Science
magazine stated that Mlaysia is the 8th worst country worldwide for plastic pollution.
That research led the Yucava team members which included leader Daniel Anak Dennis, 14,
and Nurnaziha Binti Has, 15, to look for solutions to the situation. The two ultimately
decided they wanted to create biodegradable spoons as an alternative to plastic ones. After
researching their options, they decided to make them out of cassava, a type of root vegetable,
one of the main crops in Malaysia.
Cassava grows in Borneo, situated southeast of the Malay Peninsula. The team claims that
spoons made of cassava deposited in landfills would not pollute but would produce
micronutrients such as calcium, iron, manganese, phosphorus and potassium. In making their
spoon, which they named Yucava, they also used screwpine leaf extracts as the coloring for
the spoons, ones which are free from pesticides and preservatives and green in color.
Daniel Anak Dennis said, “One of the main challenges that we faced was in producing the
Yucava spoon was to make sure it had a proper shape and a good shelf life.
Nurnaziha binti Hasmady added, “We had to find the most suitable methodology to produce
Yucava in a standard design.”
The team managed to solve this problem using the trial and error method.
“We also had to discover the best weight of dough that was needed to produce the proper
shape of a Yucava spoon,” said Daniel Anak Dennis.
The team was mentored by teacher Mr. Law Sie Siek and Mdm. Forinna Lanity Rosini. “The
students future plan,” they said, “is to make standard molding to produce a better shape and
design of Yucava by collaborating with those at the University of Kuala Lumpur. The
students also want to create a biodegradable Yucava fork.
The students commented on other benefits of Yucava. “A secondary benefit of the use of
Yucava would be to increase the production of cassava, which would help boost the economy
and another benefit of our project would be to reduce the pollution around the world so that
we can make our world become a better place for our future generations.”
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The Glowing Writing Pad
A battery powered device for reading in the dark
Members of the Glowing Writing Pad team discovered that after 62 years of Malaysian
independence there are still some regions in the Malaysian states of Sabah and Sarawak as
well as the areas populated by aboriginal people that still do not have a reliable electricity
supply. The students were concerned because they realized that without a reliable electric
light source, students in schools in those areas couldn‘t study or do their homework at night,
a reality that impacted their chances of getting a good education. ―This difficulty becomes
worse when almost all pupils spend most of their time at school for their daily schooling
until late in the evening,‖ said team member Tamannatharshini. ―Therefore, some schools
organized extra classes at night to make sure the pupils could perform well on
examinations. Without a good electricity supply, pupils are facing difficulty as they are
unable to have the class consistently. The use of candles and conventional lamps are risky,
and they may cause danger to the children,‖ she added.
In response, the team made of primary students ages 8 to 11, in grades 1-6 –
Tamannatharshini, Hana Humaira Bt Mohd Rizal, Ishaireenb Bt Saiful Adly, Preethi a/p
Mahendran, Kritiga a/p Rajakumar, Arina Afrina Bt Khairil Azhar, students at the Canossian
Convent Primary School, located about 177 kilometers from Johor Bahru, the capital city of
Johor in Johor, Malaysia. They discussed the situation among themselves, shared the
problem with friends and with the help of their teachers—Cikgu Supian Hashim, Cikgu
Azina Mat Alidd and Cikgu W. Norasekinan --came up with the idea of the Glowing Writing
Pad, a box-like, portable device that can provide light to printed or written materials. The
students used a rectangular shaped non-functioning wall clock as the container (though it
could be of any size or shape), learned how to make a simple circuit from their primary
science syllabus, then assembled the backlit writing pad using a mirror, two strips of LED
lights and batteries. The result is a light, portable device students can use to light their
reading and writing materials. It uses little power, is easy to handle and can also be used by
students of other areas during electricity interruptions or during nighttime outdoor activities.
The team made six Glowing Writing Pads which they provided to students of Sabah and
Sarawak to enable them to do their homework or revisions at night. They won a Gold Medal
for their invention at ITEX 2019.
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I-Shrover or Secure Home Rover
A robot that allows people to homes remotely monitor the situation in their residences
Ever wonder if your home is safe when you’re away? If so, you’re not alone. Many people buy
expensive CCTV cameras so that they can survey their homes remotely. “After learning that
people spend lots of money on CCTV cameras, we thought of making an inexpensive version
that we call I-Shrover or Secure Home Rover,” said Aravind Sarathi, a member of the I-Shrover
team from Maz International School, Shah Alam Petaling Selangor, Malaysia. The team also
included Kabinesh Yathan Kumar,Shiveen Pattathee and Pranaya Kumar. “Pranaya thought of
the idea for the project. But sadly, our friend Pranaya couldn’t attend ITEX since he and family
recently moved to India, “said Aravind.
The I-Shrover or Secure Home Rover that the team created is a motorized security robot in the
shape of a miniature toy car that includes a 720P high resolution camera. “The I-Shrover is
small and light. It’s also affordable and easily controlled via WIFI,” said Shiveen.
“We created a free App that homeowners can download to their cell phones,” said Aravind.
‘’Using our app, the homeowner can activate the motorized security robot car via their phone
and then watch as the car moves about the home revealing the situation via the I-Shover’s
camera.
“As you can see what is happening in the house via the cell phone screen, you can discover if
anyone is or has been in the house,” said Kabinesh. “The I-Shrover helps to safeguard your
home when you’re not around and can release any tension you’re feeling when you haven’t
been in your house for a long time.” he said.
In the process of making the Secure Home Rover team members learned how to code, and about
the basics of mechanics, motor engines and conveyor belts.
While each team member contributed in different ways, they all agreed on one point. “While
doing the project the most important thing we learned is that without teamwork you can’t make
anything. We had a lot of arguments and then at some point we learned how to get along” said
Aravind.
At ITEX 2019, the Secure Home Rover team won a Gold Medal.
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THE SUPERSEED COLLECTION
An assortment of natural teas that promote health and prevent disease

Health matters! Many people suffer from diabetes, high blood pressure and arthritis and many
girls and women endure the monthly pain that comes with menstruation. While many seek pain
relief by taking prescription or over the counter drugs, many would like to decrease the pain or
discomfort using natural products.
Enter the Superseeds Collection team! Their work started after their teacher/mentor, Gan Yit
started thinking about natural ways to help her aunt who has diabetes. “I knew that the herb
fenugreek may help to treat diabetes by lowering blood sugar after meals,” she said. In response
the Superseeds Collection team which included Chan Cheng Ying, Lau Jie Xi Jesslyne, Lau Li
Ying, Yee Vi Vien, representing their school, SMJK Chan Wa II Seremban, Negeri Sembilan,
Malaysia, was formed and under the guidance of Gan Yit May began researching herbal
treatments not only for diabetes but also for squelching the pain or discomfort of arthritis,
menstrual symptoms, and hypertension.
In the course of their research the team discovered the properties of different herbs that may help
with certain conditions. For example, they discovered that eating ginger can help relieve pain
and prevent some of the side effects of conventional pain killers, that Ajwain has antibiotic and
anesthetic properties that can help reduce arthritic pain, and that flaxseed can reduce blood sugar
levels after a meal which can be helpful to those with diabetes.
Following up on their research, the team created four products that make up the Superseeds
Collection:
•
Arthritis tea which consists of black seeds, fenugreek, ajwain, with the addition of pandan
leaves, ginger, mint leaves and brown sugar to improve the taste.
•
Arthritis cream which consists of black seeds, fenugreek, ajwain, pandan leaves, ginger,
mint leaves and brown sugar, beeswax, olive oil, shea butter and mint leaves.
•
Menstrual pain tea which consists of black seeds, fenugreek, ajwain, dates, wolfberry,
ginger, mint leaves and brown sugar. The team also created a device to treat menstrual pain: a
plastic hot pack containing red beans and black seeds that can be heated in the microwave for a
few seconds then worn around the midriff.
•
Hypertension Cream which includes ajwain that the team claims can help reduce the blood
pressure levels.
After preparing their products the team tested them on 20 different people: five suffering from
Arthritis, five dealing with menstrual pain, five suffering from hypertension and five dealing
with diabetes.
At ITEX 2019, the Superseed Collection team received the highest award given to secondary
students: WYIE 2019 Champion Excellence Cup, Secondary Category.
The team’s website features their products: https://jesslyneljx.wixsite.com/superseedscollection
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The Water Bottle Saver
A device that alerts students to return water bottles to their backpacks

“Students are aware of the importance and benefits of keeping themselves well hydrated,” said Kabileshwaran
A/L Ganesh.
“What if we could remind them?” said Niranjan A/L B.Saravanan, another team member,” one member of the
Water Bottle Saver team of Methodist Secondary School in Bunting, Selangor, Malaysia. “In response, many
have the habit of carrying their water bottles to school. However, this can come with a hidden cost since some
students unfortunately lose their water bottles during the school day.”
The team thought they could help solve that problem. “Students often forget to place their water bottles in their
school bags after taking a drink,” said team member Roeswaran A/L Sandarsagaran. . “We focused on creating
a way to do that.” With the help of their teacher, Mr. Subramanian, the team learned how to program an
Arduino Bot, basically a standalone microprocessor board which is basically a computer without any external
components.
The result was The Water Bottle Saver which is connected by Arduino Bot to two switches and a buzzer. Using
a 3-D printer the students created cases for the Arduino Bot. They placed the water bottle in a box inside the
back pack and attached a switch on a vertical surface on one side of the top of the box in which they placed the
water bottle. Another switch was placed horizontally under the bottle.
To activate the Water Bottle Saver, the students turned on a main switch. Once the main switch was on placing
on the device activated a secondary switch. Later, when a student removed the water bottle in order to take a
drink, the secondary switch would turn off. That will generate a signal through which the Arduino Bot will note
that the secondary switch is not on and that the water bottle is not in its’ place. After a set amount of time
chosen by the students, for example, two to five minutes, a buzzer alerts a student that the water bottle is not in
the book bag. To turn off the buzzer the student has simply to again place the water bottle in its original position
in the back pack.
“Our invention took us two months to make and will be highly beneficial to students in some 10,000 schools,
which will affect approximately 5 million students,” said Water Tumbler team member Kiren Raj A/L
Tamotaran.
And it has an added benefit. “The best part of all is parents do not have to spend money on buying water bottles
so often,” said Water Tumbler team member Arulnathan A/L Subramaniam. “That can save money and save the
environment from plastic pollution.”
The team members added, “We are proud because we are representing Malaysia and our problem is solved. In
the past we have lost many water tumblers.”
The Water Bottle Saver team won a Gold Medal at ITEX 2019.
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CONCLUSION
2020 ITEX was a virtual event due to the Corona Virus. Yet Malaysian students
created inventions as had students before them, providing videos of their inventions
for review by the judges, continuing as had other students to respond to the prompt
by Dr. Augustine Ong to innovate and use their creativity to create a better and more
advanced world.

